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The economical crisis caused by
the pandemic is increasing the
pressure laid upon business to
decrease expenses. It is obvious
that one of the segments where
the diminish of expenses sadly
applies is the one regarding
employees and their salaries.

During that evaluation process
it is important that the
business comply with the Labor
Law scheme in order to prevent
that a logical economic
decision, could become a
headache if you fail to comply
with an established protection.

One of the factors that must be
taken into account in Panama is
the 2005 Act 59 which “adopts

labour protection norms to people with chronic diseases,
involutives and/or degeneratives that produce working
incapability”, as amended, it establishes that every national or 
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foreigner employee, that has those diseases including the
chronic renal failure, has a right to keep their labor position
with the same conditions that they used to have before the
medical diagnosis.

Now, the general concept outlined requires certain provisions
etailed in the same Act, those being:

The protection to sick workers
with the sicknesses contemplated
by the Act cannot become a firing
reason as long as the worker
complies with “the requirements
to continue to work in a position
that is compatible with their
hierarchy, force, aptitudes,
preparation and their new
condition.”

There are chronic diseases that
the Act details expressly: chronic
renal failure, mellitus diabetes,
cancer, high blood pressure and

acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. But that list is not
closed, because the act has a generic meaning for the
chronic diseases and the diseases outlined are only concrete
examples. The definition is as follows:
 
Chronic diseases are “those that once diagnosed, and their
treatment is longer than three months, is only palliative and
not curative, which implies a chronic condition." In other
words, any other disease that fits within that definition, even
if it is not expressly stated, can be considered chronic by the
Law.



The same thing occurs with involutive diseases -- There is a
general definition: “those that antagonize the natural
evolutionary process of the human being and that become
consumptive processes by the organism.” Then a list of
diseases such as multiple scleroses, scleroderma and adult
myopathies appear. These three diseases are concrete
examples but, once again, those that fit within the definition
will be considered under the Law to be involutive.

Finally, the same thing happens with degenerative diseases,
where the general definition states that “are those
nosological processes that cause detriment and
progressive detriment of human activities.” It also includes
a list of diseases with non-exclusive examples this time
comprised by osteoarthritis rheumatoid, degrading diseases
of the central and peripheric neural system, central and
peripheric neural system demyelinating diseases.

Who determines the condition of said workers? That is the
job of an interdisciplinary commission nominated for said
issue or by the diagnosis of two specialized doctors. While
the verdict is emitted, the worker will keep their working
position.
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Additionally, there is a prohibition of discrimination or
harassment to cause the worker with these diseases to quit
and that would be deemed “unjustified firing”. The fire of
these workers will only be allowed if it is justified and has
been authorized previously by the Labor Sectional Tribunals.

This regime is still valid during the pandemic caused by COVID-19
and the current economical crisis has not derogated it, which is
why it should be respected. An evidence of that is that the
authorities addressed the subject since the beginning of the
pandemic in Panama.

By means of the Executive Decree 78 of March, 16th 2020, it was
established that the employees with chronic diseases could
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benefit from expired vacations or advanced by a minimum of
fifteen calendar days.

Furthermore, both the Health Ministry and the Labour Ministry
have recommended that these employees, due to being of high
risk during the pandemic, reach to an agreement with their 



employers to make use of
current or advanced vacations
(even going up to the year 2022)
or to adopt the telework
regime in order to avoid
working spaces with a high
volume of people.
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They also recommend to rotate them to other activities where
they have a lesser risk of infection. That vision was contemplated
in the Protocol to preserve the hygiene and health in the working
ambit to prevent COVID-19 published by the Labor Ministry acting
within its legal faculties.

Now that we are dealing with this subject, it is valid to wonder if
the actual disease caused by COVID-19 is a chronic, involutive or
degenerative disease.

Melissa Healy’s April 10th of 2020
Report in LOS ANGELES TIMES:
“Coronavirus infection may cause
lasting damage throughout the
body, doctors fear”

The answer to that question
corresponds to scientists and
doctors, but there have been serious
press reports that suggest the
possibility of at least a small
percentage of COVID-19 survivors,
could maintain sequels for a longer
time.

Amongst those reports we have:
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Lisa Du’s May 12th of 2020 Report in BLOOMBERG: “Virus
survivors could suffer severe health effects for years”.

Georgina Hayes’s May 21st of 2020 Report in THE TELEGRAPH:
“Revealed: The long-term severe effects of COVID-19 that
could go on for months.”

Ariana Eunjung Cha and Lenny Bernsten’s June 11th of 2020
Report in THE WASHINGTON POST: “These people have been sick
with Coronavirus for more than 60 days.”

        

    

While it is too early to know for sure, it is still prudent to be
aware of the evolution of the subject because that could bring
economical consequences regarding the expenses of the
organizations.
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It is true that if time and scientific judgements confirm that
there are sequels to at least a percentage of COVID-19
survivors, and said sequels are qualified as chronic, involutive
or degenerative diseases by doctors, according to the
definitions of the 2005 Act 59, as amended, and it appears that
those persons are employees of a business in Panama, said
workers would be protected by the Law as was explained in this
article.


